Our Mission: *To create a campus community environment that promotes healthy and safe behaviors among faculty, students, and community organizations*

AGENDA

**Today’s Meeting Objective:** share plans for Coalition work for this year

I. **Welcome/Sign-In**
   Representatives from SAVIP, SAPE, Student Health services, FSL, USC PD, OSC, Epworth, SPTE, Russell House, MADD, Student Life, Housing, Study Abroad

II. **Trending Articles:**
   - Changes Begin for Penn State Fraternities and Sororities
   - Committee looks to mitigate risk of celebrations on and near campus

III. **GameDay Incidents & Tailgating**
    Jarod Holt, Maureen Grewe

Maureen:
- USC vs. Kentucky; 43 ejections, 11 alcohol related, 8 dis con, 5 arrested, 2 fake ID, 17 wristband
- USC vs. LA Tech; 44 ejections; 2 non student, 17 wrist band, 10 alcohol related, 4 disorderly, 9 arrested, 4 fake ID
- Down from last year; SEC more high risk than non SEC typically
- Game Day Ejection Surveys created

Jarod:
- Mitigating risk in tailgate lots
- Challenges: no control over lots, privately owned; lots change based on availability and cost
- This year: two meetings with 20 groups that host; invited LE within jurisdiction to talk about high risk behaviors—USC PD, CPD, Richland County; also including lot owners for this year; introduce expectations, areas of concern, followed by 2nd meeting two weeks later (two home games) to figure out what’s worked, what hasn’t, what needs to be addressed.
- Require FSL to register events—harm reduction (best practices, risk management, etc)
- This year, 16 groups in one lot, 4 in memorial lot mixed within student body—created some suggestions; required to provide food and water, which didn’t happen in past—built into lot contract;
- New problems? Still fear about calling for medical transport; volume in the 16 party lot is a concern (event management); Off campus students displaying upsetting banners/signs causing some neighbor concerns & offending residents/passersby; seeing more inappropriate videos
IV. Key Updates

SAPE: Tailgates on Greene Street; successful; mix of grab & go and tailgate food; starting to see some students hang around to eat; AlcoholEdu & Haven numbers look really good for first deadline; push out the Oct 24th deadline; Peer Educators started this fall and are ready to do presentations/programming, while also recruiting for additional educators; STIR is busy

SAVIP: Busy; seeing more stalking/harassment; advocacy hours are up; trained over 7,000 students in prevention side; diversifying the message to different groups;

OSC: see presentation; also seeing more off campus reports (good neighbor reports); seeing uptick in cocaine use; alcohol transports down from last year

USCPD: numbers mirror conducts number; alcohol arrests/citations down, drug arrests are up; 22 alcohol citations this sept compared to 60 last year

Russell House: numbers are down for late night/alternative events; LSC staff conducted 45 U101 involvement sessions—found after 1st home game, those that drank thought it was awesome, those that didn’t wanted to no part; challenges of off campus & not being engaged; lack of space for non drinking students

V. Other business & announcements